Reliable seismic depth migrations require an accurate input velocity model. Inaccurate velocity estimates will cause point diffractors to be distorted as "smiles" or "frowns" on a depth section. High velocities cause deep smiles while low velocities cause shallow frowns in the migrated depth section. However, for prestack images in the offset domain, high velocities cause deep frowns, while low velocities cause shallow smiles. If the velocity is correct, there is no variation in the depth migration as a function of offset and no smiles or frowns in the offset domain. We explain migration responses both mathematically and graphically and demonstrate how these smiles and frowns are effectively applied to iteratively update velocity models in the depth imaging task.
Introduction
In this paper, we mathematically and geometrically examine migration moveout for both post-stack and prestack depth migration of point diffractors. We show the effects of velocity on the depth migration of point diffraction arrivals so that one can establish criteria for velocity analysis. Real data are used to show how such smiles and frowns are employed in velocity model analysis during prestack depth imaging. Yilmaz (1987) has documented data examples of time migration sections using different velocities. Shallow frowns feature undermigration using a smaller velocity, while deeper smiles occur in overmigration using a higher velocity. If the velocity is correct, the images of diffractors are concentrated "blobs" at the proper depth. We will show that these smiles and frowns are common in depth migrations, either post-stack or prestack.
Smiles and frowns in migrated stack section
For description simplicity, we first consider the case of a point diffractor for a zero-offset recording configuration. Suppose there is a point diffractor P on the vertical axis of a Cartesian system (x, z) with z pointing downward. The coordinate of the diffractor is (0, z). Consider a coincident source-receiver pair S/R on the surface of the earth with an offset x from the origin. Let the one-way vertical traveltime from the surface to P be t 0 ; let the total traveltime from S/R to P be t; and let the medium velocity be v. Now consider the migration of a diffraction arrival with time t at a trace with offset x from the origin. To migrate this arrival, we use the principle of aplanatic surfaces. For zero-offset geometry and a constant migration velocity, v m , the aplanatic surface is defined by the following equation of a circle, ,
where (x m , z m ) defines the migrated domain. If we substitute the hyperbolic expression for t, we obtain, .
Note that the observed reflection time in equation (2) is expressed in terms of the actual velocity, v, which we generally do not know but hope to determine, whereas the estimated velocity used in migration is v m . We hope to find criteria corresponding to cases where v m < v, v m = v, v m > v, which allows us to find cases where the velocity is correct.
In migration we are dealing with the superposition of wavefield amplitudes that are distributed along aplanatic surfaces. The migrated image represents a summation of those amplitudes that are in phase. Mathematically, this procedure can be described by the method of stationary phase (Scales, 1995) . An alternative kinematic description of the amplitude summation along aplanatic surfaces is given by the envelope curves for the aplanatic surfaces. If a set of aplanatic curves is described by F(x,z,t) = 0, then its envelope is defined by curves satisfying F(x,z,t) = 0 and dF/dx = 0. To solve these equations we need to find the envelope of the aplanatic curves defined by equation (2). Essentially the envelope is the solution of the system consisting of equation (2) and its tangent curve, ,
where .
In the case of , we can easily find the solution of equations (2) and (3), .
Now let's consider three specific cases.
a. Migration velocity smaller than the medium velocity. In this case, equation (4) represents a hyperbola. Its vertex is on the depth axis with a coordinate of v m t 0 below the origin (v m t 0 > 0), and above the diffractor position, as v m t 0 < vt 0 . Thus, the post-stack migration of the diffraction curve will be
a shallow hyperbolic frown when the migration velocity is too small, so that undermigration partially collapses the original hyperbola into a second, better focused hyperbola. This observation forms the basis of residual migration and cascaded migration. b. Migration velocity greater than the medium velocity. In this case, equation (4) is essentially the equation of a semiellipse with the center at the coordinate origin. The vertex on the depth z axis is still v m t 0 (> vt 0 ), which is now above the diffractor point P. Therefore, the migration of a diffraction curve is an elliptic smile on the migrated section when the migration velocity is too large. c. Migration velocity equal to the medium velocity. In this case, we have to start from equations (2) and (3), as equation (4) is no longer valid. When v m = v, we thus have x m = 0, z m = vt 0 = z, which implies that when the migration velocity is correct, the superposition of the migration aplanatics finally collapse the recorded diffractions to its correct spatial position, (x m , z m ) = (0, z). The above mathematical proof of migration using the concept of envelopes can also be well illustrated geometrically. Figures 1, 2, and 3 illustrate the above three cases of migration. In each figure, the cyan circle is the diffraction point. The red curve is the seismic record. The blue curves are the migration aplanatics. Green represents the envelopes.
For the prestack migration case, the above mathematical lines can also be followed to describe such smiles and frowns. The main difference comes from the traveltime formulation. Instead of a hyperbolic diffraction, the recorded signal from a given diffractor should be described by the so-called double square root equation. Zhu et al. (1998) provided more details in a mathematical proof with the conclusion that similar smiles and frowns feature the migration depth section when an erroneous velocity is used in migration. Figure 4 geometrically summarizes the migration features corresponding to a point diffractor. When the migration velocity is too slow (a), the superposition of all individual migration ellipses results in a shrunken hyperbolic (in green). Notice, however, that not all the ellipses are tangent to the envelope. When prestack migration is performed with a velocity that is too high (b), the superposition of all the elliptical aplanatics (blue) results in another ellipse in the depth migration section. Only the correct velocity (c) allows the migration to reconstruct the point diffractor model almost perfectly, as long as the recording coverage is sufficiently wide and dense. 
Prestack depth migration moveout
Both post-stack and prestack depth migrations can properly image the subsurface if the correct velocity model is used, as evidenced by the above development. The velocity model is thus the key in these migrations. Here we will analyze the prestack migration moveout features that are fundamental to the basic theories in interval velocity analysis utilizing common image gathers (CIGs). Our analysis, however, will no longer depend on the assumption of a layered earth model.
Consider the general subsurface structure and recording geometry as shown in Figure 5 . P denotes a scattering point. S and R are a source-receiver pair. D is the surface image of P. Assuming that the average velocity above P is v and that the diffraction from P received at R never travels beneath P, then its arrival time can be expressed as, . When an incorrect velocity v m is used for migration, the diffraction signal received from P will be migrated to an incorrect point P'. P' generally has both vertical and lateral displacements from the true position P. We denote these displacements with and . Zhu et al. (1998) 
where . Now let's consider the following three categories.
a. Migration velocity less than the true velocity. In this case, and . Generally the following relation also holds, for any and any nonnegative values of . These relations indicate that the migration image of P will form a smile that curves upward on a CIG.
b. Migration velocity greater than the true velocity. In this case, , and . Generally, it also holds that . These relations indicate that the migration image of P forms a frown on a CIG.
c. Migration velocity equal to the true velocity. In this special case, , , thus, for any source-receiver pair. This relation simply means that when the true velocity is used for migration, the migration images of the diffractor point P will be at the exact depth 
regardless of source-receiver offset. Therefore, its images form a horizontal segment on the CIG displays.
The above procedure of migrating a CRP gather can also be geometrically represented. Figure 6 shows CIG gathers for a diffractor model with different migration velocities. Thus, the migration velocity error is well documented on both the final migration sections and the CIGs. Interestingly enough, the CIG gathers show shallow smiles for low velocities and deep frowns for high velocities, whereas the final depth migration sections show shallow frowns for low velocities and deep smiles for high velocities.
Examples
Though the diffractor model is oversimplified, it is of vital significance in migration and velocity analysis theory, as any complicated structures can be considered as a continuum of diffractors. This is especially suitable for moveout analysis on a CIG that corresponds to a single surface point. We will show several real data examples to demonstrate how such smiles and frowns can be effectively used with tools such as tomography and focusing analysis to qualitatively and quantitatively analyze and update velocity models.
Conclusions
Depth migration is very sensitive to errors in the velocity model. We have shown both mathematically and geometrically these smiles and frowns on migration sections and CIGs. Using the simple diffractors model, we demonstrated that after migration, either post-stack or prestack, the diffractions are migrated to shallow frowns or deep smiles when the velocity is in error. Only when the migration velocity is exactly the medium velocity, will migration produce concentrated blobs in the migration section. However, it is the common image gathers produced in the prestack depth migration that provide an effective migration velocity analysis domain. Our study, starting from the very general subsurface structure, showed that the migration moveout in the CIGs are interestingly different from the patterns in the migration sections. In CIGs, a lower velocity produces shallow smiles while a higher velocity results in deeper frowns. When the migration is correct, the CIGs present horizontal segments at the exact diffractor depths, which indicates that the migration image of the point diffractor is independent of source-receiver offset. Real data examples demonstrate that such smiles and frowns can be effectively employed with such tools as focusing analysis to update velocity models in depth imaging of complex geology. Yilmaz, O. 1987 , Seismic data processing: Soc. Expl.
Geophys.
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